### Minimum Level Requirements for Art Theory

Students must complete a minimum of 18 UOC of Level 2 Art Theory courses and a minimum of 18 UOC of Level 3 Art Theory courses. Both Core Courses and Core Options will count towards each requirement.

### Fine Arts Prescribed Theory

- # Prescribed Theory 1 can be chosen from courses beginning with the codes DART13## or DART23##.
- # Prescribed Theory 2 can be chosen from courses beginning with the codes DART33## or ADAD3000.

For more information about this program, please refer to the UNSW Handbook entry: [handbook.unsw.edu.au/undergraduate/programs/current/4823](http://handbook.unsw.edu.au/undergraduate/programs/current/4823)

The availability of these courses is indicative only and may be subject to change.